HIRE A SALESFORCE DEVELOPER CONSULTANT
SCALE YOUR DELIVERY TEAMS WITH THE BEST TALENT

How do we get the right consultants for you?

**Recruit**
We specialise in sourcing, recruiting, developing and certifying high potential early career consultants for the Cloud, DevOps and Software Development and RPA.

**Train**
Our consultants are project ready. They’re trained and certified in Salesforce technology before joining you. We continually invest in their career skills.

**Deploy**
Once skilled in technology and modern ways of working, we deploy project ready consultants into our customers to accelerate delivery of critical high value projects.

**Transfer**
As a cost and time effective complement to traditional recruiting methods and the freelance market, we allow our consultants to convert and become the client’s permanent staff.
BENEFITS OF OUR MODEL

Remove hiring headaches
Hiring people is complex so we take care of it - we’ll find the perfect match for you. We’ll look at what you need to deliver and find someone with the right personality, skills and knowledge to do it.

Reduce hiring costs
You’ll carry no employment liabilities and associated costs (unless our consultant becomes your permanent employee). And, if you’re working with one of our teams, you’ll reduce management costs.

Technical know-how
Finding someone with the right skills – especially in emerging technologies – is not usually an easy task. Our consultants are trained and certified – ready to jump onto your project right away.

A bigger team - fast
We all know new challenges can come at any time – no matter how much is already going on. We’ll bring in the trusted extra hands you need, as soon as they’re needed.

On your doorstep
It’s hard finding the right person in the right location. Our consultants come to you – wherever you are in the UK. Location won’t hold you back.

Hold on to knowledge
It’s an appealing (and more reliable) alternative to freelancers or contractors. You’ll hold on to skilled people as well as their knowledge and experience – critical to delivering your technology programmes.

WHAT TRAINING DO OUR CONSULTANTS HAVE?

Our training programmes begin with a 12 week intensive Academy.

Once deployed we support our consultants with a pathway of ongoing personal development, including QA’s Cloud Academy and Salesforce Trailhead.

12 week intensive Academy training pathway

**Fundamental Skills**
- Professional Skills in the work place
- Project Mgmt.
- Working in an Agile team
- DevOps as a culture

**Databases**
- Programming Fundamentals (Java)
- CI/CD basics
- SFIA Based Project Hash 1

**Practice**
- Salesforce Fundamentals for Business Administration Specialists (BSX101)
- Salesforce Superbadges – Admin Super Set
- SFIA Based Project #2

**Certification**
- Certification Preparation for Platform App Builder
- Salesforce Platform App Builder Exam

**Specialisation**
- Platform App Builder (DEX-403)
- Salesforce Superbadges – App Builder Super Set
- Platform Developer I (DEX-450)

**Group Final Project**

We are thrilled to be working closely with QA to help deliver a scalable Salesforce Developer consultant talent pipeline for our partners and customers.
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